The temperature dependence of the dissociation constant for the interaction of an opioid 8 selective ligand and its receptor was evaluated in three tissues. The change in free energy of this interaction was similar in mouse brain, mouse spinal cord, and NG 108-15 mouse neuroblastoma-rat glioma hybrid cells (AG"' = -13.44, -13.34, and -13.66 kcal mol'1, respectively). However, the reaction was endothermic and occurred with an increase in entropy in mouse brain and NG 108-15 cells, but it was exothermic and occurred with a negligible change in entropy in mouse spinal cord. These data are consistent with the existence of multiple subtypes of opioid 8 receptor, and they further suggest that the opioid 8 receptor recently cloned from the NG 108-15 cell line is of the brain subtype. Subtypes ofopioid 8 receptors may mediate analgesia, but not side-effects, of opiates and thus could be targets for future drug design.
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Drug-receptor interactions have an experimentally measurable dissociation (equilibrium) constant. By determining the drug-receptor dissociation constant at various temperatures, the changes in standard free energy (AG), enthalpy (AlP), and entropy (AS0) can be determined by using the integrated form of the van't Hoff equation, which relates dissociation constant with temperature. Such thermodynamic analysis of pharmacologic data provides potential insight into the physicochemical changes that occur at the molecular level of drug-receptor interactions, information that goes beyond the equilibrium dissociation constant and is not readily obtainable by other techniques (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . An integral part of thermodynamics is the interconvertability of energy and work and, hence, it forms a particularly apt framework to study the drug-receptor signal transduction system. Thermodynamic analysis also allows the substitution of precise quantitative measures of the driving forces involved, in place of less precise traditional terms such as "affinity" or "intrinsic activity." One of its earliest applications in this area was to the investigation of distinctions between agonist and antagonist binding (1) . The present work is an extension of such an approach and is predicated on the following reasoning. Because dissociation constants of chemical reactions (drugreceptor interactions) vary with temperature, no difference in temperature dependency of dissociation constants will be observed for two postulated receptor subtypes if, in fact, they are the same. However, if the subtypes indeed exist as separate functional entities, then the temperature dependency of the two dissociation constants will be different.
We now introduce the technique of using thermodynamic analysis to distinguish receptors having structural or functional differences. We apply this technique here to the particular case of the opioid 8 receptor and the possible existence of subtypes.
Opioid 8 receptors are of interest because they may mediate analgesia in the absence of typical opioid side-effects such as respiratory depression, constipation, and abuse liability (11) (12) (13) (14) . Subtypes of 8 receptors might provide further opportunities to develop selective analgesic agents. The existence of subtypes of the opioid 8 receptor has been inferred from in vivo assays of antinociception in mice after intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) or intrathecal administration of 8-selective agonists and antagonists (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Two groups have demonstrated two-way differential antagonism of 8 agonists as well as a two-way lack of cross-tolerance between 8 agonists when administered i.c.v. to mice (15, 16 (16, 28, (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . Nonspecific binding was defined by using 10 pM naloxone. The final volume of the assay samples was 1.0 ml and contained phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (100 ,uM) and bovine serum albumin (1.0 mg/ml). The necessary length of incubation at each temperature was determined in association rate studies conducted prior to saturation studies. The length of incubation thus differed for the three preparations at different temperatures, ranging from 100 to 300 min (data not shown).
Incubations were terminated by rapid filtration through Whatman GF/B filter strips previously soaked in 0.1% polyethylenimine for at least 0.5 hr. The filtered membranes were washed three times with 4 Fig. 1 . From the slope and intercept of each line, the values for AG', l', and AS0' §The thermodynamic concentration (or activity) of water in a dilute aqueous system is set at 1.0 by convention. The reference pH in biochemical energetics is 7.0. It is assumed that the standard state of each reactant and product capable of ionization is that mixture of its unionized and ionized forms which exists at pH 7.0. Thermodynamic quantities that are determined at other than pH 7.0 are designated here as AG', A?', and AS"'. It is important for the interpretation of the present results that the same ligand was used in all tissues, thus eliminating many possible methodological artifacts. Likewise, criticism of any particular aspect of the methodology or precise mechanistic implication of the results must be tempered by the finding of an opposite temperature dependency of the dissociation constant in spinal cord vs. brain and NG 108-15 cells. Further, a radioligand with antagonist properties was selected for study to preclude the possibility of differences in agonist-stimulated second messengers at the two sites that might affect the binding of an agonist.
Of the possible explanations for the different thermodynamic parameters, the possibility that the receptors are different (different subtypes) has significant support (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) from studies in vivo. An alternative possibility which must be considered is that the thermodynamics of the reaction might also differ if the receptor surroundings were different in membranes prepared from each tissue (36) . In either case, however, the drug-8-receptor interaction would be fundamentally different and, presumably, functionally different, resulting in the finding of pharmacological subtypes in vivo. Given the limitations of trying to determine absolute thermodynamic parameters for biological systems, the approach has validity for discriminating the temperature dependence of different reactions (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Ideally, the difference is significant enough to provide a selective target for drug design efforts. This report may be the first use ofthermodynamic analysis to make such a distinction for receptor subtypes.
